
Quite Rather

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

This was _________ enough, as coming from a person I should have
calculated upon quite different behaviour from.
1.

The pantry where the pots and pans stood had _________ dingy papers,
and they decided to have a good cleaning.
2.

Geoffrey felt there was, or ought to be a difference between the efforts of a
girl, a slight, _________ frail looking girl, and those of a vigorous young man.
3.

I stood _________ shyly by the table, fingering the helmet that my mother
had told me to take off; presently looking up, I saw her merry eyes on me.
4.

His very air, of one making a painful and tentative revelation, was better
than Henry's _________ shrill eagerness.
5.

David, grinning broadly, cast a _________ sheepish glance at the hurrying
throng.
6.

I was much ashamed of the theft I had been forced to commit in order to
preserve secrecy regarding my first downfall, hence _________ awkwardly, I
fear, I evaded all her questions.

7.

_________ satisfied, he closed his door, and locked himself in; double
locked himself in, which was not his custom.
8.

It is _________ true that his life had been very evil, but, upon the other
hand, he was most conscientious in all things connected with the
supernatural.

9.

Another week sped away without the occurrence of any incident worthy of
record; the wind continued fair and steady; and the convoy, though its rate of
travelling was _________ slow, made very good progress.

10.

Uncle Jason's letters had been _________ queer and formal, Jenny had
written twice all about herself and Joe.
11.
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Unfortunately this was _________ humiliating than gratifying, since it only
showed how utterly insignificant he was in her eyes.
12.

St. Y. I daresay you'll think it _________ odd, but I don't seem able to
make up my mind.
13.

She seated herself _________ sulkily, as she was told, and looked at
once toward the river.
14.

Because he was dressed in _________ shabby attire, and was
unattractive in person, should she doubt his loyalty?
15.

But she has to limp a bit, and sit down and look back _________ wistfully,
and in the end of course she goes lame entirely and is overtaken.
16.

I am not well, and I am _________ sure that I need several years of a
milder climate.
17.

I am _________ ready; I am not the least afraid of a definition.18.

It will thus be perceptible that the best shape will be _________ obtuse
but very smooth.
19.

He also liked sleeping close to me, but I could not stand that, and, though
I felt _________ ungracious about it, insisted on him removing himself to a
decent distance.

20.
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